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We study out-of-time-ordered correlators (OTOCs) in hard-core boson models with short-range and long-
range hopping and compare the results to the OTOCs in the Luttinger-liquid model. For density-density
correlations, a related expectation value of the squared commutator starts at zero and decays back to zero
after the passage of the wavefront in all three models, while the wavefront broadens as t1/3 in the short-range
model and shows no broadening in the long-range model and the Luttinger-liquid model. For the boson creation
operator, the corresponding commutator function shows saturation inside the light cone in all three models, with
similar wavefront behavior as in the density-density commutator function, despite the presence of a nonlocal
string in terms of Jordan-Wigner fermions. For the long-range model and the Luttinger-liquid model, the
commutator function decays as a power law outside the light cone in the long-time regime when following
different fixed-velocity rays. In all cases, the OTOCs approach their long-time values in a power-law fashion,
with different exponents for different observables and short-range versus long-range cases. Our long-range
model appears to capture exponents in the Luttinger-liquid model (which are found to be independent of the
Luttinger parameter in the model). This conclusion also comes to bear on the OTOC calculations in conformal
field theories, which we propose correspond to long-ranged models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, out-of-time-ordered correlators (OTOCs) have
emerged as providing a diagnostic for quantum chaos and
information scrambling [1–39]. Intense efforts have also been
devoted to devise experimental measurements for such a quan-
tity [40–44]. Consider the following (squared) “commutator
function:”

CWV (�, t ) = 1
2 〈[W0(t ), V�]†[W0(t ), V�]〉, (1)

for an operator W0 at the origin (site 0) and an operator
V� at site �, where the average 〈A〉 ≡ Tr[ρA]/Tr[ρ] is with
respect to the Gibbs ensemble ρ ≡ e−βH . If we expand the
commutator and further assume that W and V are Hermitian
and unitary (as is the case when W and V are Pauli matrices
in a spin-1/2 system), we can write

CWV (�, t ) = 1 − ReFWV (�, t ), (2)

FWV (�, t ) = 〈W0(t )V�W0(t )V�〉, (3)

where FWV (�, t ) is called the OTOC due to the unusual time
ordering.

One interpretation of the commutator function CWV (�, t )
is as a quantification of operator spreading [45–50]. Consider
the Heisenberg evolution of W0(t ) = ∑

S aS (t )S, where S

runs over all Pauli-string operators (e.g., . . . σ z
j σ x

j+1 . . . ) for
spin- 1

2 systems. Then CWV (�, t ) has contributions from Pauli
strings that do not commute with V�, therefore providing a
measurement of the “shape” of the operator and its spreading

with time. Strictly speaking, this picture is only valid at infi-
nite temperature. However, we can still understand CWV (�, t )
at a finite temperature as measuring the operator spreading
averaged over energy eigenstates in the corresponding energy
window of the many-body spectrum.

Despite their recent prominence, the OTOCs are difficult to
evaluate in quantum many-body systems, and there are many
numerical studies on small systems with conflicting interpre-
tations but few rigorous results. Early analytical calculations
were done in conformal field theories [5] and Luttinger liq-
uids [31]; however, these have Lorentz symmetry, and it is not
clear how to connect them to the lattice models. Our previous
study of the quantum Ising chain [34] provided a nontrivial
lattice calculation with results that differed from the Ising
conformal field theory (CFT) predictions, particularly near
the wavefront and in the long-time approach. The nontrivial
aspect here is that the magnetization observable σ z becomes
nonlocal in terms of the Jordan-Wigner fermions and is known
to have different dynamical and thermalization properties
from the transverse field observable σx that is local in the
Jordan-Wigner (JW) fermions; in particular, we found that
the σ z-σ z OTOC has unusual slow t−1/4 power-law decay, for
which we do not have an analytical understanding. To shine
more light on these issues, in this paper we therefore consider
OTOCs in exactly tractable short-range and long-range hard-
core boson models, and we compare with the Luttinger-liquid
model, which corresponds to one of the simplest CFTs.

To set the stage further, we quickly review some current
and still developing understanding of the OTOCs. For systems
whose evolution is described by a local Hamiltonian dynamics
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or a local quantum circuit, a description has recently emerged
that operators spread with a front ballistically, with a velocity
vB dubbed “butterfly velocity.” For systems governed by a
local Hamiltonian, outside the light cone, at very short time,
the commutator function exhibits a position-dependent power-
law growth in time, which can be understood using Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff expansion of the Heisenberg evolution
of operators [10,31,34,35]. On the other hand, inside the light
cone, the saturation of C(�, t ) [equivalently F (�, t ) approach-
ing zero] at long time is commonly used as a diagnostic for
scrambling or quantum chaos.

While operators spread with a ballistic velocity, the front
itself can broaden. It has been proposed recently [35] that the
functional form of the wavefront has a universal description

C(�, t ) ∼ exp

[
−c

(� − vBt )1+p

tp

]
. (4)

(One has to also carefully specify the window around the
wavefront where such a description is valid.) Another char-
acterization is to examine long-time behavior along fixed-
velocity rays [48]. For systems governed by local Hamilto-
nians, outside the light cone, v > vB , one expects

C(� = vt, t ) ∼ exp[−λ(v)t], (5)

where λ(v) is dubbed a “velocity-dependent” Lyapunov expo-
nent.

Note that strictly speaking, the above two proposals,
Eqs. (4) and (5), are describing different asymptotic regimes.
However, if the two descriptions can be connected smoothly,
then one obtains λ(v) = c(v − vB )1+p. The exponent p de-
scribes wavefront broadening as ∼tp/(1+p) [48]. For example,
for the random circuit model [45,46], we have p = 1 corre-
sponding to ∼t1/2 spreading. For models with a noninteract-
ing fermionic quasiparticle description [34,35,48], we have
p = 1/2 and ∼t1/3 spreading. Finally, for one-dimensional
(1D) chains of coupled Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev quantum dots and
models with a large-N limit, p = 0 and the wavefront does
not broaden but shows an exponential growth at fixed � and
increasing t , which is reminiscent of the classical chaos—the
butterfly effect [6,7,11,35,48,51]. While the existence of a
well-defined exponential growth regime for local Hamiltoni-
ans with bounded local Hilbert spaces is still an outstanding
question (with emerging thinking that there is probably no
such regime), a recent work [52] has reported an exponential
growth near the wavefront in spin models with long-range
interactions.

It is therefore also interesting to examine how the above
descriptions are modified in models with noninteracting
fermionic quasiparticles with long-range hopping. To this end,
in this paper we consider hard-core boson models that have
such properties. First, we consider hard-core bosons with
nearest-neighbor hopping [53–55]. By JW transformation, the
model maps to free fermions with nearest-neighbor hopping.
It is known (but not widely appreciated) that at a finite
temperature, the dynamics is not described by the (linear)
Luttinger-liquid model [56]. To compare with the OTOCs
in the Luttinger-liquid model, we propose to artificially
“straighten” the free-fermion dispersion, which leads to our
second model: Such bounded linear dispersion corresponds

TABLE I. Summary of the main results for the three models in
the different regimes. Model I is the nearest-neighbor lattice model,
model II is the long-range hopping lattice model, and model III
is the continuum Luttinger-liquid model. The results for model III
are quoted with the Luttinger parameter g = 1 corresponding to
noninteracting fermions and (a) cutoff � = π and (b) generic cutoff
� �= π .

Density-density OTOC

Early-time Wavefront broadening Long time approach

Model I t2�/(�!)2 t
1
3 t−1

Model II t2/�4 No (i.e., t0) t−2

Model III(a) t2/�4 No t−2

Model III(b) t2/�2 No t−2

Boson-boson OTOC

Early-time Wavefront Broadening Long time approach

Model I t2�/(�!)2 t
1
3 t− 1

2

Model II t2/�2 No t−1

Model III(a) t6/�4 No t−1

Model III(b) t2/�2 No t−1

to long-range hopping of the fermions, or equivalently some
specific multibody interaction of the hard-core bosons. We
then discuss how the commutator functions behave differently
compared to the short-range model and the agreements and
disagreements between the long-range hopping model and
the Luttinger model [57–59]. In particular, we propose a
resolution of the question of which systems are described by
the OTOC calculations in the Luttinger model [31], which also
bears on the OTOC calculations in CFTs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we define the
models we study in this paper. We then discuss the density-
density OTOC in Sec. III and boson-boson OTOC in Sec. IV
for the hard-core boson lattice models and in Sec. V for the
continuum Luttinger liquid model. For all cases, we focus
on the early-time (well before the wavefront), early-growth
(behavior around the wavefront), and long-time (well after the
wavefront) behaviors of the OTOCs. We conclude in Sec. VI
with some discussion and open questions. For the readers’
convenience, we summarize our results for the three models
in the different regimes in Table I.

II. MODELS

In this section, we define more precisely the models we
study. Consider a Hamiltonian defined on lattice sites i =
−L/2 + 1, . . . , L/2, where we have assumed that the number
of sites L is even for simplicity,

H =
∑
i<j

Jij

[
b
†
i

(
ei π

∑j−1
r=i+1 nr

)
bj + H.c.

] − μ
∑

i

ni, (6)

with open boundary conditions and real couplings Jij ; also,
ni ≡ b

†
i bi is the boson number operator. The boson operators

are hard-core bosons commuting on different sites. The choice
of the Hamiltonian is such that under the JW transformation
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bj = (
∏j−1

r=−L/2+1 ei πnr )cj , the Hamiltonian becomes

H =
∑
i<j

Jij (c†i cj + H.c.) − μ
∑

i

ni . (7)

The first model we consider is the “short-range hopping”
model (various quantities defined and calculated in this model
will be labeled by “I”), defined by

J I
ij = −vB

2
(δi=j−1 + δi=j+1). (8)

The Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by the transfor-

mation ck =
√

2
L+1

∑L/2
j=−L/2+1 sin(kj̄ )cj , where j̄ ≡ j+L/2

and {k= nπ
L+1 , n = 1, . . . , L}. We obtain H = ∑

k εI(k)c†kck ,
where the dispersion εI(k) = −vB cos(k) − μ. The coupling
is chosen such that the maximum group velocity vmax =
max|∂εk/∂k| = vB . We choose vB = 1 as our energy unit and
throughout set h̄ = 1.

For the second model (with quantities labeled by “II”)
we artificially “straighten” the dispersion, making it as
εII(k) = J |k| − μ for k ∈ [−π, π ]. For general k′ �∈ [−π, π ],
εII(k′) = εII(k), where k = k′ + 2πm, with m some integer
such that k ∈ [−π, π ]. In real space, J II

ij = 2
L+1

∑
kn

[εII(kn) +
μ] sin(knī) sin(knj̄ ). In the thermodynamic limit L → ∞, for
points in the bulk, we have

J II
ij = vB

π

[(−1)|i−j | − 1]

|i − j |2 . (9)

We will focus on the cases in which μ is tuned such that
the ground state is in the gapless phase (quasi-long-range-
ordered).

Finally, we will also compare the results to the Luttinger-
liquid model [57–59] (quantities labeled by “III”), defined as

H III = vB

2π

∫ L

0
dx

[
g(π�̂)2 + 1

g
(∂xθ̂ )2

]
, (10)

where we set the characteristic velocity as vB . As we will see
later, this will indeed be the butterfly velocity. θ̂ (x) is related
to the density operator defined as

n(x) = d0 + ρ0(x) + d2W (x), (11)

where ρ0(x) ≡ −∂xθ̂ (x)/π and

W (x) ≡ ei2πd0xV−2(x) + e−i2πd0xV2(x), (12)

and Vm(x) ≡ eimθ̂ (x) is the vertex operator, while d0 = kF /π

is the density of the system, and d2 is some constant to be de-
termined. �̂(x) is the conjugate momentum to θ̂ (x), satisfying
[�̂(x), θ̂ (x ′)] = −i δ(x − x ′). Since we are studying bosonic
models, we will also consider the boson creation field

ψ
†
B (x) ∼ eiφ̂(x), (13)

where the field φ̂(x) is the phase field defined by the rela-
tion �̂(x) = −∂xφ̂/π . To be concrete, here we use periodic
boundary conditions, θ̂ (x + L) = θ̂ (x). However, as most of
our calculations will be taken in the thermodynamic limit, the
choice of the boundary conditions will not matter.

The Luttinger-liquid model can be diagonalized as follows.
We define Fourier modes θk = 1√

L

∫ L

0 dxe−ikx θ̂ (x) and �k =

1√
L

∫ L

0 dxe−ikx�̂(x), and find H III = vB

2π

∑
k (π2g�−k�k +

k2

g
θ−kθk ). We can identify ωk = vB |k| and m = 1

πvBg

as in a harmonic oscillator. We now define ladder
operators bk = √

mωk

2 (θk + i
mωk

�k ) and b
†
k = √

mωk

2 (θ−k −
i

mωk
�−k ), which satisfy canonical boson commutation rela-

tions [bk, bk′ ] = 0, [bk, b
†
k′ ] = δk,k′ . The Hamiltonian becomes

H III = ∑
k ωk (b†kbk + 1

2 ), and the fields θ̂ (x) and φ̂(x) can be
expressed as linear combinations of the eigenmode operators
bk and b

†
k .

III. DENSITY-DENSITY OTOC

We first consider the density-density OTOC Fnn(�, t ) [and
the squared commutator Cnn(�, t )], where ni ≡ b

†
i bi . The

density-density OTOC in fact can be calculated analytically
and relatively easily in the lattice models since the operators
can be expressed using few JW fermion operators. Detailed
calculations are presented in Appendix A for the lattice mod-
els and Appendix B for the Luttinger-liquid model.

A. Density-density OTOC in the lattice models

In the lattice models, we find

Cnn(�, t ) = |A(�, t )|2([〈n�〉 + 〈n0〉]/2 − 〈n�〉〈n0〉
− Re[〈c†0(t )c�〉〈c0(t )c†�〉]), (14)

where

A(�, t ) ≡
∫ π

−π

dk

2π
ei(k�−εk t ) (15)

is a specific fermion evolution function [which appears,
e.g., in the anticommutator for the fermion fields,
{c0(t ), c†�} = A(�, t )]. At infinite temperature (β = 0),
Cnn(�, t ) = 1

4 [|A(�, t )|2 − |A(�, t )|4].
For the short-range hopping model, εI

k = −vB cos(k) − μ,
we have

|AI(�, t )|2 = J�(vBt )2, (16)

where Jn(t ) is the Bessel function of order n and vB = vmax.
We first consider behavior near the wavefront. Bessel func-
tions have so-called “transition regions” when the order of the
Bessel function and the argument are close [60], here vBt =
� + O(t1/3), which corresponds precisely to the wavefront
region of interest to us. In this region, we can write

CI
nn(�, t ) ∼ f

[
(� − vBt )3/2

t1/2

]
. (17)

More precisely, the asymptotic expansion for the Bessel func-
tions needed here is taking �, vBt to be very large while
keeping |� − vBt |/t1/3 fixed, and it can be found in Eq. (3.1)
in Ref. [60]. In the regime |� − vBt |/t1/3 � 1 this connects
with the saddle-point analysis of Ref. [35], which gives

CI
nn(�, t ) ∼ exp

[
−c

(� − vBt )3/2

t1/2

]
. (18)

On the other hand, following the approach of Ref. [48], on
the fixed-velocity rays �(v) = vt with v > vB (i.e., outside
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the light cone), we find CI
nn(� = vt, t ) ∼ exp[−λ(v)t], where

λ ∼ (v − vB )3/2 for small v − vB ; the precise asymptotic for
the Bessel functions needed here is Debye’s expansion [60],
where we take �, vBt large while keeping (� − vBt )/t =
v − vB > 0 fixed. According to Ref. [60], the transition re-
gion’s asymptotic expansion is accurate for � − vBt  t2/3,
while Debye’s expansion is accurate for � − vBt � t1/3, so
there is an adequate overlap between the two and hence a
smooth crossover from the wavefront region to the ray region.
We remark that while we used the properties of the Bessel
functions as appropriate for the specific dispersion ε(k) =
−vB cos(k) − μ, the properties near the wavefront originate
from behavior of ε(k) near the maximal group velocity, which
is generic, and we expect qualitatively similar wavefront
properties for any dispersion.

We also mention behavior at long times inside the light
cone, t � �/vB , which follows from the familiar long-time
asymptotics of the Bessel functions: Cnn(�, t ) has oscillatory
decay back to zero with envelope ∼t−1. Again, the long-
time behavior holds also for generic dispersion, but here it is
controlled by the extrema of ε(k) itself.

Turning to the long-range model, we have

|AII(�, t )|2 = 2

π2
[1 − (−1)� cos(πvBt )]

(vBt )2

[�2 − (vBt )2]2
.

(19)

The commutator function Cnn(�, t ) grows as t2 at short time,
rises sharply at the wavefront, and then decays back to zero
as t−2 inside the light cone. Moreover, the wavefront does
not broaden with time. Indeed, consider � = vBt + δ�, where
δ�  vBt is the small deviation from the wavefront. In this
region, we have CII

nn(�, t ) ∼ (vB t )2

(2vB t+δ�)2(δ�)2 ∼ (δ�)−2, which is
valid when δ� is O(1) deviation. Comparing to the typical
scaling form [35,48] of the wavefront Cnn(�, t ) ∼ f (δ�/tα ),
we have α = 0, which formally corresponds to the absence
of the wavefront broadening. On the other hand, if we follow

the rays � = vt , v > vB , we have CII
nn(�, t ) ∼ v2

B

(v2−v2
B )2t2 , which

decays as t−2 power law at long times. Therefore, we cannot
define the velocity-dependent Lyapunov exponent here. This
is not surprising, since the Lieb-Robinson bound does not
necessarily hold in this model.

We now show that in the long-range model, outside the
light cone, the early-time (perturbative) region essentially
extends to the “ray” region—more precisely, the regime where
one follows rays � = vt with v � vB . Consider the long-
range hopping model in terms of Pauli-matrices X, Y , and
Z, i.e., mapping hard-core bosons spins, with n = (1 + Z)/2.
Introducing short-hand notation Z̄i = −Zi and the string op-
erator Zi,j = ∏j

m=i Z̄m, we write

H II = 1

2

∑
i<j

Jij [XiZi+1,j−1Xj + YiZi+1,j−1Yj ]

− 1

2

∑
i

μ(Ii + Zi ). (20)

Consider the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion of the
operator W0(t ) = ∑∞

n=0
(it )n

n! Ln(W0), where L(W ) ≡ [H,W ].
The power-law growth of the commutator function is

determined by the lowest-order nonzero commutator
[Ln(W0), V�]. Due to the long-range nature of the
Hamiltonian H II, already the first order [L(n0), n�] =
1
4 [L(Z0), Z�] is nonzero. More specifically, we have

L(Z0) =
∑
j>0

J0jZ1,j−1(−iY0Xj + iX0Yj )

+
∑
j<0

Jj0Zj+1,−1(−iXjY0 + iYjX0), (21)

giving us (assuming � > 0 for concreteness)

[L(Z0), Z�] = −2J0,�Z1,�−1(Y0Y� + X0X�). (22)

The leading contribution to the commutator function is thus

CII
nn(�, t ) ≈ t2

32
〈|[L(Z0), Z�]|2〉 = (vBt )2

2π2�4
[1 − (−1)�],

(23)

where in the last equation we specialized to infinite tempera-
ture for simplicity. For very short time vBt  1, this expres-
sion matches with the asymptotic behavior of the exact re-
sult, Cnn(�, t ) = 1

4 [|A(�, t )|2 − |A(�, t )|4] ≈ 1
4 |A(�, t )|2 and

using Eq. (19). In fact, we can also see that this asymptotic
also extends “qualitatively” to the regime when we follow the
rays � = vt � 1 but with v � vB , giving us CII

nn(� = vt, t ) ∼
v2

B/(2π2v4t2) (here “qualitatively” means ignoring oscilla-
tions in time, which of course such Hausdorff-Campbell-
Baker expansion cannot capture).

B. Density-density OTOC in the Luttinger-liquid model

Here we present the result for the density-density OTOC
in the Luttinger liquid, while we give the detailed calculation
in Appendix B. The nonoscillating part of this OTOC was
considered in Ref. [31]. We consider the density operator
defined in Eq. (11). To compare with the lattice models more
closely, we choose to regularize the theory by a hard cutoff
�, instead of a soft cutoff e−α|k| factor in the integration over
momentum k used in Ref. [31].

The result for the commutator function is

CIII
nn(�, t )= g2

2π4
N2(�, t ) + 2d4

2 [4 + 2 cos(4πρ0�)

× e−2gH (�,t )] sin2[2gG(�, t )] − d2
2

4g

π2
cos(2πρ0�)

× e−2gH (�,t )N (�, t ) sin2[2gG(�, t )], (24)

where

N (�, t ) =
∫ �

0
dkk cos(k�) sin(vBkt )

= sin[�(vBt − �)]

2(vBt − �)2
− � cos[�(vBt − �)]

2(vBt − �)

+ sin[�(vBt + �)]

2(vBt + �)2
− � cos[�(vBt + �)]

2(vBt + �)
, (25)

H (�, t )=
∫ �

0

dk

k
[2f (vBk) + 1][1 − cos(k�) cos(vBkt )] , (26)
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FIG. 1. Numerical integration results for the function H (x, t )
entering CIII

nn(�, t ), see Eqs. (24) and (26), using momentum cutoff
� = π . We can see that e−H (�,t ) decays exponentially inside the light
cone; furthermore, for such � and β, the numerical value is negligible
compared to 1.

with f (ε) = 1/(eβε − 1) being Bose-Einstein distribution,
and

G(�, t ) =
∫ �

0

dk

k
cos(k�) sin(vBkt ) (27)

= 1

2
[Si(�t+) + Si(�t−)], (28)

where Si(x) ≡ ∫ x

0 dy sin(y)/y, and we have abbreviated
t± = vBt ± �.

The above expressions are defined through the hard cutoff
regularization. (For results of the soft cutoff regularization,
see Ref. [31] and Appendixes B and C.) First, we note that
H (�, t ) is the only temperature-dependent piece; it grows
linearly with � outside the light cone, t < �/vB , and grows
linearly with t inside the light cone, t > �/vB , as shown in
Fig. 1. Therefore, e−gH decays exponentially when either �

or t is large, and it can be safely neglected when discussing
asymptotic behaviors.

We first consider short times, t  �/vB . It is easy to see
that in this regime N2(�, t ) grows as t2. More specifically, we
have

N (�, t ) ∼ vBt

∫ �

0
dk k2 cos(k�)

= vBt

(
2� cos(��)

�2
+ (−2 + �2�2) sin(��)

�3

)
.

For the cutoff � = π and recalling that � is an integer, we have
N (�, t )2 ∼ (vBt )2/�4, which in fact matches with the short-
time behavior of the long-range hopping model. However, for
a generic cutoff, we would obtain the leading contribution
N (�, t )2 ∼ (vBt )2/�2.

We also need to consider the contribution from
sin2[2gG(�, t )] at the short time. This can be obtained

from the behavior of G(�, t ), where at the short time

G(�, t )∼ sin(��)

�
vBt

− 2�� cos(��)+(−2+�2�2) sin(��)

6�3
(vBt )3. (29)

For the choice � = π , we have sin2[2gG(�, t )] ∼
4g2π2(vBt )6/(9�4), while for generic � we have
sin2[2gG(�, t )] ∼ 4g2 sin2(��)(vBt )2/�2. We therefore
see that, in general, CIII

nn(�, t ) ∼ t2 at the short time, with the
coefficient that is a function of � whose behavior depends
on the cutoff �, and special � = π provides a good match
with our long-range model also in the �-dependence of the
coefficient.

After the wavefront passes, in the infinite time limit,

CIII
nn(�,∞) = 8d4

2 sin2[2gG(�,∞)] � 8d4
2 . (30)

For the lattice models, the commutator function is bounded
by Cnn � 2, so we choose d2 = 1/

√
2 such that the bounds

match between the Luttinger-liquid model and the lattice
models. Also noting that G(�,∞) = π/2, we have CIII

nn →
2 sin2(gπ ). For the “noninteracting” (i.e., free-fermion)
model, g = 1 and CIII

nn → 0, which agrees with results in the
lattice models.

The long-time behavior of N2(�, t ) can be obtained easily
as N2(�, t ) ∼ �2 cos2(�vBt ) cos2(��)/(vBt )2. To analyze
sin2[2gG(�, t )] at the long time, we first note the asymptotic
expansion of

G(�, t ) ∼ π

2
− cos(�vBt ) cos(��)

�vBt

− sin(�vBt ) cos(��)

(�vBt )2
, (31)

where we used that Si(x) ∼ π/2 − cos(x)/x − sin(x)/x2 +
O(x−3) at large x. We therefore have

sin2[2gG(�, t )]∼ sin2(gπ )−2g sin(2gπ ) cos(��)
cos(�vBt )

�vBt

+ 4g2 cos(2gπ ) cos2(��)
cos2(�vBt )

(�vBt )2

− 2g sin(2gπ ) cos(��)
sin(�vBt )

(�vBt )2
. (32)

Therefore, for the free-fermion point g = 1, we have that
CIII

nn(�, t ) vanishes as ∼t−2 at long times. On the other hand,
if g is not an integer, we have that CIII

nn(�, t ) approaches a
nonzero value, with the approach ∼t−1. The t−2 behavior is
in fact also seen in the long-range hopping model, but not in
the short-range hopping model.

Lastly, we note that the wavefront does not broaden in the
Luttinger-liquid model, which is also the case in the long-
range hopping model. This can be seen from the fact that
CIII

nn(�, t ) depends on � and t only via combinations vBt ± �.
In this case, when one considers the behavior around the
wavefront, writing � = vBt + δ�, the dependence on δ� has
no scaling with time, which corresponds to the wavefront that
does not broaden with time. This is expected to be general
feature in relativistic theories, and it is reproduced by our
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long-range hopping model with the straightened dispersion
curve with finite bandwidth.

IV. BOSON-BOSON OTOC IN THE LATTICE MODELS

In this section, we study the OTOC in the short-range
and long-range hopping models for operators W0 = X0 and
V� = X�, where Xj ≡ b

†
j + bj is the combination of boson

creation and annihilation operators. [Xj is simply the Pauli
spin matrix σx

j when the hard-core bosons are mapped to
spin-1/2s and is convenient since it is both Hermitian and
unitary; see our discussion between Eqs. (1) and (3).] The
above operator becomes nonlocal in terms of the JW fermions.
The calculations hence become intricate and analytical results
for different asymptotic regimes are difficult to obtain. Thus
we evaluate the OTOC numerically from the full analytical
expression as a Pfaffian and present results here, while we
present details of the setup of calculation in Appendix D.
In Fig. 2, we show the overall picture of CXX(�, t ) for both
the short-range and long-range hard-core boson models. We
clearly observe a ballistic wavefront with butterfly velocity
vB = 1. Furthermore, the commutator function saturates to a
nonzero value inside the light cone, which indicates that X0(t )
is evolving into a nonlocal operator, spreading throughout
inside the light cone. This behavior is in contrast to the
density-density OTOC, where the commutator function goes
back to zero deep inside the light cone. In the quantum
Ising model which we studied earlier in Ref. [34], this type
of operator that is nonlocal in terms of the JW fermions
also shows saturation to a nonzero value in the commutator
function. Below, we examine in detail behavior of CXX(�, t )
in different regimes.

A. Velocity-dependent Lyapunov exponent and wavefront
broadening analysis in the short-range hopping model

In the short-range hopping model, it is well understood
that in the early-time regime, the commutator function
has a position-dependent power-law growth which can be
understood from the Hausdorff-Campbell-Baker expansion
[10,31,34,35] (see also Table I). We therefore skip the dis-
cussion of this regime in the short-range hopping model and
focus on the behavior around the wavefront.

References [35] and [48] proposed that for the noninteract-
ing free fermion models, the wavefront broadens as t1/3. This
can be verified by either examining the long-time behavior
along different fixed-velocity rays � = vt with v > vB , or by
studying scaling collapse of C(�, t ) near the wavefront. In
Fig. 3(a), we show the t1/3 broadening by the scaling collapse
analysis. Furthermore, in Fig. 3(b), we extracted the velocity-
dependent Lyapunov exponent, which shows (v − vB )3/2 scal-
ing, corresponding to the proposed t1/3 wavefront broadening.
Note that, unlike the case of the density-density OTOC (or
OTOCs composed of few fermion operators considered in
Refs. [35] and [48]), the boson-boson OTOC does not have a
simple analytical expression where the saddle-point analysis
can be applied easily. However, the wavefront broadening
still has the same characteristic behavior despite the presence
of the fermionic strings. Finally, we note that our numeri-
cal results show that the above descriptions are essentially
temperature-independent.

FIG. 2. The overall picture of CXX (�, t ) calculated in (a) model I
and (b) model II, with L = 512, β = 0, and J = 1. (At infinite
temperature, the systems are at half-filling for any μ.) We have
shifted each trace by 0.05t to create a 3D-like visualization; also,
for every time t that is a multiple of 20, we plot the trace with red for
easy reference. The saturation to a nonzero value inside the light cone
is a characteristic of scrambling; it indicates that X0(t ) evolves into
a nonlocal operator, in contrast to the time-evolved density operator.

B. From the early-time region to the early-growth region
in the long-range hopping model

The situation with the wavefront broadening in the long-
range hopping model is rather different from the short-range
model, as we have already seen in the density-density OTOC.
In Fig. 4, we plot CII

XX(�, t ) for different fixed �. In this
case, as we will argue in more detail below, the perturbative
(Hausdorff-Baker-Campbell) expansion gives us t2 power-law
growth at short time due to the long-range hopping; this is
shown in the inset of Fig. 4. Also, the early-time region
connects to the early-growth region near the wavefront rather
abruptly. In fact, one can identify an O(1) window around
the wavefront where the t2 growth stops and transits into
the early-growth region. We therefore conclude that in the
long-range hopping model, the wavefront has little to no
broadening.
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FIG. 3. (a) The commutator function CI
XX (�, t ) of the short-

range model around the wavefront, for several � (negative � cor-
respond to points to the left of the origin in our chain with sites
labeled −L/2 + 1, . . . , 0, . . . , L/2; the string that runs from the left
boundary is shorter for these points than for positive �). The systems
size is L = 512 and the inverse temperature is β = 0. Inset: scaling
collapse demonstrating that around the wavefront, CI

XX (� = vt, t ) ∼
exp[−λ(� − vBt )3/2/t1/2]. (b) The commutator function CI

XX (� =
vt, t ) along different rays � = vt , for the same system as in panel (a).
Inset: the velocity-dependent Lyapunov exponent extracted by fitting
the numerical data to C(� = vt, t ) = A exp[−λ(v)t]. For velocities
close to the butterfly velocity but outside the light cone, v > vB , we
observe the relation λ(v) ∼ (v − vB )3/2.

We now provide the details of the early-time region. Recall
the Hamiltonian H II in the spin variables written in Eq. (20).
In the early-time (perturbative) regime, consider the expan-
sion X0(t ) = ∑∞

n=0
(it )n

n! Ln(X0), where L(A) ≡ [H,A]. The
power-law growth of the commutator function is determined
by the lowest-order nonzero commutator [Ln(X0), X�]. Since
H II is long-ranged, n = 1 immediately “connects” X0 and X�,
giving us t2 growth. However, there are in fact many terms that
contribute to the amplitude of the t2 growth. By writing out

L(X0) = −i
∑

i<0,j>0

JijZi+1,−1Y0Z1,j−1(XiXj + YiYj )

+ i
∑
j>0

J0jZ0,j−1Yj + i
∑
i<0

Ji0YiZi+1,0 − iμY0,

FIG. 4. The commutator function CXX (�, t ) in the long-range
hopping model for several fixed �. One can see that the early-time
HCB region connects to the early-growth region rather abruptly.
The window of the early-growth region always stays as O(1). Inset:
demonstration of the t2 power-law growth in the HCB region.

we have (assuming � > 0 for concreteness)

[L(X0), X�]

= −2J0,�Z0,� − 2
∑

i<0,j>�

JijZi+1,−1Y0Z1,�−1Y�Z�+1,j−1

× (XiXj+YiYj ) + 2
∑
j>�

J0jZ0,�−1Y�Z�+1,j−1Yj

+ 2
∑
i<0

Ji�YiZi+1,−1Y0Z1,�.

The leading order is therefore

CII
XX(�, t ) ∼ 4t2

⎛
⎝ ∑

i<0,j>�

J 2
ij +

∑
j>�

J 2
0j + J 2

0,�/2

⎞
⎠, (33)

where in the thermodynamic limit J 2
ij = 2v2

B

π2
[1−(−1)i−j ]

|i−j |4 . Hence,

we estimate CXX(�, t ) ∼ t2

�2 [1 + O(�−1)], which is valid for
vBt  1  �. (Note that unlike the density-density OTOC,
the early-time region does not extend into the “ray” region.)

C. Long-time behavior of boson-boson OTOC

Since a simple expression for FXX(�, t ) is not easily
obtainable, we study the long-time behavior numerically.
Figure 5 plots the long-time behavior of FXX(�, t ) in the short-
range hopping model and the long-range hopping model.
It is clear that both cases show power-law decay. For the
short-range model, we conclude that the power law is close
to t−1/2, with the system size L = 512 already having little
finite-size effect. On the other hand, for the long-range model,
we observe a much stronger finite-size effect (which is indeed
expected). For example, for L = 512, we see that the power
law is close to t−0.75, while it is close to t−0.85 for our largest
size L = 1024 shown in Fig. 4(b). Extracting the power-law
exponent numerically is thus challenging due to the finite-size
effect, as well as due to the mixing with other power laws
and the presence of the oscillations. We conjecture that in
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FIG. 5. The long-time power-law decay t−α of ReFXX(�, t ) in
(a) the short-range hopping model and (b) the long-range hopping
model. The numerical results suggest that the exponents are close to
αI ≈ 0.5 and αII ≈ 0.85, respectively. However, we conjecture that
αII approaches 1 in the thermodynamic limit (see the text).

the thermodynamic limit, the power-law approach is t−1, as
predicted in the Luttinger-liquid model; see Sec. V.

To conclude, we see that the long-time power law depends
on the nature of the quasiparticle dispersion, and is differ-
ent between the generic case corresponding to short-range
hopping and the completely straightened case correspond-
ing to the specific long-range hopping. Interestingly, in the
quantum Ising case, which we studied in Ref. [34], similar
“chaotic” OTOC (i.e., OTOC for an operator that contains
a string operator in terms of the JW fermions) shows yet a
different t−0.25 power law; understanding this and the power
law in the nearest-neighbor hard-core boson hopping model
are outstanding questions.

V. BOSON-BOSON OTOC IN THE LUTTINGER
LIQUID MODEL

In this section, we discuss the calculation of the boson-
boson OTOC in the Luttinger-liquid model and the agree-
ments and disagreements with the ones obtained in the
lattice models. Here we consider the operator X(x, t ) =
c(eiφ(x,t ) + e−iφ(x,t ) ), which resembles the sum of the bo-
son creation and annihilation operators as considered in

the previous section. The constant c will be fixed later.
We again consider the commutator function CXX(�, t ) =
1
2 〈[X(�, t ), X(0, 0)]†[X(�, t ), X(0, 0)]〉. To calculate it, we
consider the Schwinger function in the Euclidean path integral
[abbreviating ri = (xi, τi )]

FE
XX({ri}) = 〈X(r1)X(r2)X(r3)X(r4)〉

=
∑

pi=±,
∑

i pi=0

〈ei(
∑4

i=1 piφi )〉

=
∑

pi=±,
∑

i pi=0

exp

⎡
⎣ 1

2g

∑
i<j

pipjK (ri −rj )

⎤
⎦, (34)

where

K (r ) ≡
∫ �

0

dk

k
2f (vBk)[1 − cos(kx) cosh(vBkτ )]

+
∫ �

0

dk

k
[1 − cos(kx)e−vBk|τ |], (35)

with f (ε) = 1/(eβε − 1) denoting the Bose-Einstein distri-
bution function. Again, to compare with the lattice systems
at finite temperature, we choose to regularize the theory
with a hard cutoff �. The |τ | symbol is to be under-
stood as |τ | = τ if Re(τ ) > 0 and |τ | = −τ if Re(τ ) < 0.
To obtain the functions in real time, we need the analyt-
ical continuations limε→0+ K (x, τ → ±ε + it ) = H (x, t ) ∓
iG(x, t ), where H (x, t ) and G(x, t ) are defined in Eqs. (26)
and (27), respectively.

Using suitable combinations of the analytical continua-
tions, we have

CIII
XX(�, t ) = c4

[
8 + 4e

− 2
g
H (�,t )] sin2

[
G(�, t )

2g

]
. (36)

We can fix the constant c as follows. The factor e−2H (�,t )/g

decays exponentially to zero at long time. Therefore, the
limiting value of the commutator function inside the light cone
is CIII

XX(�, t → ∞) = 8c4 sin2[G(�,∞)/(2g)] � 8c4. For the
lattice models, CXX(�, t ) � 2. We then fix c = 1/

√
2 so that

the maximal possible value matches with the lattice models.
The integral that gives G(x, t ) in Eq. (27) is convergent

even if we set � = ∞. In this case, G(x, t ) = π
4 [sgn(vBt −

x) + sgn(vBt + x)] → π
2 when t → ∞. This means that

CXX(�, t ) → 1 inside the light cone, which coincides with the
result in the lattice models. If we put the cutoff at � = ∞,
the wavefront becomes a step function, and the long-time
behavior is described by exp[−2H (x, t )/g] (which in fact ap-
proaches zero when � → ∞). A more realistic approach (i.e.,
closer to the lattice models) is to have a finite cutoff �. As
we will see, introducing the finite cutoff indeed changes the
behavior CXX(�, t ) around the wavefront and its asymptote in
the long time.

Figure 6 shows results with finite cutoff � = π for the
case with the Luttinger parameter g = 1 (which corresponds
to noninteracting fermions). In the figure, we ignored the
exp[−2H (�, t )/g] since it is numerically negligible and does
not affect the behavior of CXX(�, t ), as explained in Fig. 1.
One can see that the presence of the finite cutoff indeed
modifies the shape of the wavefront (early-growth region),
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FIG. 6. (a) The dominant part of the commutator function
CIII

XX (�, t ) ≈ 1 − cos[G(�, t )] in the Luttinger model with g = 1
(“free-fermion” value). (b) The long-time approach is described by
the t−1 power law.

which is no longer the simple step function. However, the
time window of the early growth is always O(1), which is
indeed similar to the case of the lattice model with long-range
hopping. Moreover, in this case as well the wavefront does not
broaden, which can also be seen from the fact that CIII

XX(�, t )
is a function of vBt ± � only. Making a more detailed compar-
ison of Fig. 6(a) and

G(�, t ) ≈ π/4 + Si[�(vBt − �)]/2 (37)

in this early-growth region, vBt ∼ � � 1, we note that the
shape of the wavefront is indeed converging as � increases.
The precipitous drop when going away from the wavefront
for vBt < � but still in the early growth region is due to a
numerical “accident:” here G(�, t ) oscillates around 0, hence
the strong drop in 1 − cos[G(�, t )], and the next largest value
happens to be small by accident.

Before the wavefront is reached, CXX(�, t ) has a fixed
power-law growth ∼t2 for any �, which is also similar to
the early-time (perturbative) region in the long-ranged hop-
ping hard-core boson model. To be more specific, recalling
the early-time behavior of G(�, t ) in Eq. (29), similarly we
have sin2[G(�, t )/(2g)] ∼ π2(vBt )6/(36g2�4) for the choice
� = π , while for generic � we have sin2[G(�, t )/(2g)] ∼

sin2(��)(vBt )2/(4g2�2). Note that in this case, one has to
choose a generic cutoff to match the early-time growth power
law in the long-range hopping model.

We note that the long-time power-law approach is also due
to the presence of the finite cutoff. Recalling the long-time
behavior of G(�, t ) in Eq. (31), we have

sin2

[
G(�, t )

2g

]
∼ sin2

(
π

4g

)
− sin

(
π

2g

)
cos(��)

cos(�vBt )

2g(�vBt )

+ cos

(
π

2g

)
cos2(��)

cos2(�vBt )

4g2(�vBt )2

− sin

(
π

2g

)
cos(��)

sin(�vBt )

2g(�vBt )2
. (38)

Therefore, for general g �= 1/(2m), where m is some inte-
ger, we have CIII

XX(�, t ) ∼ t−1 at long time; this includes the
noninteracting model g = 1 [in the special cases with g =
1/(2m),m ∈ Z, we have CIII

XX(�, t ) ∼ t−2]. We speculate that
this agrees with the long-range hard-core boson model in the
thermodynamic limit. We therefore see that, while not in all
the details, the Luttinger-liquid model can capture a great deal
of the OTOC behavior in the long-range hopping hardcore
boson model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the OTOCs in the hardcore boson
models with short-range hopping and with long-range hop-
ping where we artificially straighten the fermionic quasipar-
ticle dispersion. We compared these models to the Luttinger-
liquid model with hard cutoff regularization, which mimics
the finite bandwidth in the lattice models.

The density-density commutator function exhibits “non-
scrambling” behavior (i.e., it approaches zero in the long-
time limit) in all three models. In the short-range hopping
model, the wavefront broadens as t1/3, which can be verified
using the asymptotic properties of the Bessel functions in
the so-called “transition region.” On the other hand, in the
long-range hopping model and the Luttinger-liquid model,
we find that the wavefront does not broaden; there is also
no well-defined “exponential growth” (i.e., “butterfly effect”)
regime since the wavefront width is finite (and the width is
also cutoff-dependent in the Luttinger-liquid model).

Before the wavefront reaches, the long-range model and
the Luttinger-liquid model both show t2 growth. The t2

growth in the long-range model can be understood using the
perturbative early-time expansion and is due to the fact that
all sites “talk” to each other via the long-range couplings. The
coefficient of the t2 growth as a function of � can be carried
out according to the perturbative expansion. The fact that we
find similar early-time behavior in the Luttinger-liquid model
suggests that it should be regarded as representing bosons
with long-range couplings. We therefore see that this “light-
cone leakage” phenomenon [61] might be a very general
feature for long-range models. The short-range model, on the
other hand, shows position-dependent power-law growth in
the early-time regime described by the perturbative expansion.
After the wavefront passes, both the long-range model and the
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Luttinger-liquid model show t−2 decay, while the short-range
model shows t−1 decay.

Turning to the boson-boson commutator function, the cal-
culations are more complex in the lattice models (since the
boson operator contains a string operator when expressed in
terms of the JW fermions) and require numerical calculations,
while they are still analytically tractable in the Luttinger-
liquid model. We find that the boson-boson commutator
function shows saturation inside the light cone in all free
models. Such a characteristic “scrambling” behavior reflects
the fact that the boson operator turns into a highly nonlocal
operator under the Heisenberg evolution. In the short-range
hopping model, we found the t1/3 wavefront broadening by
wavefront scaling collapse and by extracting the velocity-
dependent Lyapunov exponent. In the long-range hopping
model, we find a nonbroadening wavefront, which is also
the case in the Luttinger-liquid model; in both cases, one
cannot define a parametrically large window to describe the
wavefront behavior asymptotically [while the sharp onset in
the Luttinger-liquid model in Fig. 6 is reminiscent of an
exponentially growing wavefront, we emphasize that this is
a numerical accident for the simple function describing the
wavefront at long times, Eq. (37)]. As far as the wavefront
broadening is concerned, in all free models the boson-boson
and density-density OTOCs thus show similar broadening
behavior. After the wavefront passes, the boson-boson OTOC
approaches its limiting value as t−1 in the long-range model
and the Luttinger-liquid model, while the approach is t−0.5 in
the short-range model.

We thus see that, despite the integrability of the mod-
els, different operators can still show different behaviors
in the OTOC. It was argued that in rational conformal theories,
the t = ∞ values of the OTOCs are solely determined by the
topological data associated with the operators in the models
[8]. While we do not expect the full conformal symmetry in
the lattice models at finite temperature, the topological data
might still be present, resulting in the same t = ∞ values
of the OTOCs independent of the details of the dynamics.
On the other hand, the character of the wavefront broadening
and the long-time power-law approach depends on the details
of the dispersion relations of the quasiparticles. In particular,
one lesson from our study is that the conformal field theories
cannot be used to described such properties of short-range
models at finite temperatures.

Lastly, we mention some outstanding questions. While a
seemingly simple description appears to exist for the boson-
boson OTOC results, we could not acquire a more analytical
understanding due to its intricacy. Thus, it will indeed be
valuable if one can obtain some analytical understanding
regarding the long-time asymptotic or the wavefront behavior,
which we only obtained numerically. We have also shown the
feasibility of reconciling the OTOCs of the hard-core boson
model with a completely straightened quasiparticle dispersion
to the OTOCs in the linear-Luttinger liquid. It may therefore
be possible to match the behavior of OTOCs of the short-range
boson model and of a “nonlinear” Luttinger liquid (i.e., theory
that includes some “band curvature” effects) [56], which
is worth pursuing. The quasiparticle description behind the
systems we studied in this paper are noninteracting fermions.

Another question is how the details of the OTOC change when
one adds interactions, and what role the integrability plays. A
recent work [50] has shown that in an interacting integrable
Floquet system, the OTOCs have diffusive wavefront broad-
ening, similar to the random unitary circuit model. On the
other hand, little is known for integrable Hamiltonian systems
that do not have a description in terms of free particles (e.g.,
models where the Jordan-Wigner fermions are interacting).
A robust study on such systems such as the XXZ chain
will be valuable for a deeper understanding of OTOCs and
operator spreading in high-energy, quantum-information, and
condensed-matter communities.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE
DENSITY-DENSITY OTOC
IN THE LATTICE MODELS

Here we present detailed calculations for the density-
density OTOC in the short-range and long-range hop-
ping models. Directly calculating the “commutator-squared”
|[n0(t ), n�]|2 using the Hamiltonian formalism and the ex-
plicit Heisenberg evolution of the operators is in fact easier
than calculating the expanded four terms individually. How-
ever, here we will carry out the calculations using a path-
integral formalism and obtain all the terms individually. Such
an approach parallels OTOC calculations in field theories, and
the Luttinger-liquid model is one example that we want to
compare and contrast.

We define

Cnn(�, t ) = 1
2 〈[n0(t ), n�]†[n0(t ), n�]〉

= 1
2 [F1(�, t ) + F2(�, t ) − F3(�, t ) − F4(�, t )],

where

F1(�, t ) = 〈n� n0(t ) n0(t ) n�〉,
F2(�, t ) = 〈n0(t ) n� n� n0(t )〉,
F3(�, t ) = 〈n0(t ) n� n0(t ) n�〉,
F4(�, t ) = 〈n� n0(t ) n� n0(t )〉.

Now consider the Jordan-Wigner fermion model formu-
lated in the Euclidean path integral over Grassmann fields,
Z = ∫

D[η̄, η]e−S[η̄,η], where

S =
∫ β

0
dτ

∑
ij

η̄i[δij ∂τ + Jij ]ηj . (A1)

The standard method of calculating OTOC is to calculate the
Schwinger functions and do the analytical continuation to the
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Wightmann functions. Consider the Schwinger function
F (E)(�; τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4)=〈Tτ {n�(τ1)n�(τ2)n0(τ3)n0(τ4)}〉.

(A2)

The required Wightmann functions are obtained by

F1(�, t ) = F (E)(�; ε1, ε4, ε2 + it, ε3 + it ),

F2(�, t ) = F (E)(�; ε2, ε3, ε1 + it, ε4 + it ),

F3(�, t ) = F (E)(�; ε2, ε4, ε1 + it, ε3 + it ),

F4(�, t ) = F (E)(�; ε1, ε3, ε2 + it, ε4 + it ),

where the εi’s are taken to the limit of 0+ in the order of
ε1 > ε2 > ε3 > ε4 > 0.

The Schwinger function is in fact an eight-point fermion
correlation function

F (E)(�; τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) = 〈η�(τ1)η�(τ2)η0(τ3)η0(τ4)η̄�(τ1 + δ)η̄�(τ2 + δ)η̄0(τ3 + δ)η̄0(τ4 + δ)〉 (A3)

= det

⎡
⎢⎣

〈n�〉 〈η�(τ1)η̄�(τ2)〉 〈η�(τ1)η̄0(τ3)〉 〈η�(τ1)η̄0(τ4)〉
〈η�(τ2)η̄�(τ1)〉 〈n�〉 〈η�(τ2)η̄0(τ3)〉 〈η�(τ2)η̄0(τ4)〉
〈η0(τ3)η̄�(τ1)〉 〈η0(τ3)η̄�(τ2)〉 〈n0〉 〈η0(τ3)η̄0(τ4)〉
〈η0(τ4)η̄�(τ1)〉 〈η0(τ4)η̄�(τ2)〉 〈η0(τ4)η̄0(τ3)〉 〈n0〉

⎤
⎥⎦. (A4)

Note that in the first line, δ is a positive infinitesimal smaller than all εi , i.e., δ < εi , i = 1, . . . , 4; in the second line, δ has been
taken to be 0+.

We can now obtain the Wightmann functions. We have

F1 = det

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

〈n�〉 〈n�〉 − 1 −〈c�c
†
0(t )〉 −〈c�c

†
0(t )〉

〈n�〉 〈n�〉 〈c†0(t )c�〉 〈c†0(t )c�〉
〈c†�c0(t )〉 −〈c0(t )c†�〉 〈n0〉 〈n0〉 − 1
〈c†�c0(t )〉 −〈c0(t )c†�〉 〈n0〉 〈n0〉

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦,

= 〈n�〉〈n0〉 + 〈n�〉|A(�, t )|2 − |〈c0(t )†c�〉|2, (A5)

where A(�, t ) = 〈c†�c0(t ) + c0(t )c†�〉 = 1
L

∑
k eik�−iε(k)t is just the fermion evolution function. Note that it is completely

independent of the temperature.
Next, we have

F2 = det

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

〈n�〉 〈n�〉 − 1 〈c†0(t )c�〉 −〈c�c
†
0(t )〉

〈n�〉 〈n�〉 〈c†0(t )c�〉 −〈c�c
†
0(t )〉

−〈c0(t )c†�〉 −〈c0(t )c†�〉 〈n0〉 〈n0〉 − 1
〈c†�c0(t )〉 〈c†�c0(t )〉 〈n0〉 〈n0〉

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦,

= 〈n�〉〈n0〉 + 〈n0〉|A(�, t )|2 − |〈c0(t )†c�〉|2 (A6)

and

F3 = det

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

〈n�〉 〈n�〉 − 1 〈c†0(t )c�〉 −〈c�c
†
0(t )〉

〈n�〉 〈n�〉 〈c†0(t )c�〉 〈c†0(t )c�〉
−〈c0(t )c†�〉 −〈c0(t )c†�〉 〈n0〉 〈n0〉 − 1
〈c†�c0(t )〉 −〈c0(t )c†�〉 〈n0〉 〈n0〉

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦,

= [|A(�, t )|2 + 1][〈n�〉〈n0〉 + 〈c†0(t )c�〉〈c0(t )c†�〉] − A(�, t )〈c†0(t )c�〉. (A7)

Finally, we use

F4 = F ∗
3 = [|A(�, t )|2 + 1][〈n�〉〈n0〉 + 〈c†�c0(t )〉〈c�c

†
0(t )〉]

−A∗(�, t )〈c†�c0(t )〉. (A8)

Combining everything, we have

Cnn(�, t ) = |A(�, t )|2{(〈n�〉 + 〈n0〉)/2 − 〈n�〉〈n0〉
− Re[〈c†0(t )c�〉〈c0(t )c†�〉]}. (A9)

It is easy to see that the most important part of Cnn(�, t ) is
the temperature-independent factor |A(�, t )|2. Indeed, the first
line in the {· · · } is a nonzero constant [equal to d(1 − d ),

where d is the density], while the second line decays both in
separation � and in time t .

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE
DENSITY-DENSITY OTOC IN THE

LUTTINGER-LIQUID MODEL

In this Appendix, we present detailed calculations for the
density-density OTOC. The nonoscillation component of the
density-density OTOC was calculated in Ref. [31]. In fact, it
is the dominant contribution for Cnn(�, t ). Here, for complete-
ness, we also include the q = 2kF component of Cnn(�, t ) and
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use the path-integral formalism instead of the Hamiltonian
formalism.

The density operator in consideration is defined in Sec. II.
Here we repeat the definition for the readers’ convenience,

n(x) = d0 + ρ0(x) + d2W (x), (B1)

where ρ0(x) ≡ −∂xθ̂ (x)/π and

W (x) ≡ ei2πd0xV−2(x) + e−i2πd0xV2(x), (B2)

with the abbreviation Vm(x) ≡ eimθ̂ (x), d0 = kF /π denoting
the density, and d2 is some constant determined by micro-
scopic details of the model.

We therefore have

Cnn(�, t ) = Cρ0ρ0 (�, t ) + d4
2CWW (�, t )

+ d2
2 Cρ0W (�, t ) + d2

2 CWρ0 (�, t )

+ d2
2 Cρ0ρ0WW (�, t ) + d2

2 Cρ0WWρ0 (�, t ), (B3)

where we have abbreviated

Cρ0ρ0WW (�, t ) ≡ 1
2 〈[ρ0(x, t ), ρ0(0)]†[W (x, t ),W (0)]〉+H.c.,

Cρ0WWρ0 (�, t ) ≡ 1
2 〈[ρ0(x, t ),W (0)]†[W (x, t ), ρ0(0)]〉+H.c.

To calculate the various commutator functions, we first con-
sider the Schwinger functions and then analytically continue
to the desired combinations.

First, we consider Cρ0ρ0 (�, t ). Abbreviating r ≡ (x, τ ), we
define (with the hard-cutoff �)

D(r ) =
∫ �

0
dk k2fB (vBk) cosh(vBkτ ) cos(kx)

+
∫ �

0
dk k cos(kx)e−|τ |vk. (B4)

(For the soft-cutoff version, one integrates k from 0 to ∞
with an extra factor e−αk .) We in fact have ∂x1∂x2〈θ1θ2〉 =
gD(r12)/2, where we have abbreviated θj ≡ θ (rj ) and rij ≡
(xi − xj , τi − τj ). We then consider the Schwinger function

Fρ0ρ0 ≡ π−4〈θ1θ2θ3θ4〉

= g2

4π4
[D(r12)D(r34)

+D(r13)D(r24) + D(r14)D(r23)], (B5)

by Wick’s theorem. To obtain the functions after analytical
continuation, we have

D(x, τ → it ± 0+) = M (x, t ) ∓ iN (x, t ), (B6)

where

M (x, t ) =
∫ �

0
dk k[2fB (vBk) + 1] cos(kx) cos(vBkt ),

N (x, t ) =
∫ �

0
dk k cos(kx) sin(vBkt ). (B7)

We also note that D(0) = 0 and N (x,−t ) = −N (x, t ).
(Again, one can also consider the soft-cutoff regularization,
with integrand k = 0 to ∞ with an extra factor e−αk .)

We therefore obtain Cρ0ρ0 (�, t ) via analytical continuation
(with the order ε1 > ε2 > ε3 > ε4 → 0) as

2Cρ0ρ0 (�, t ) = Fρ0ρ0 (x1 =x4 =0, x2 =x3 =x; τ1 =ε1, τ2 = ε2+it, τ3 =ε3+it, τ4 =ε4)

+Fρ0ρ0 (x1 =x4 =x, x2 =x3 =0; τ1 =ε1+it, τ2 =ε2, τ3 =ε3, τ4 =ε4+it )

−Fρ0ρ0 (x1 =x3 =x, x2 =x4 =0; τ1 =ε1+it, τ2 =ε2, τ3 =ε3+it, τ4 =ε4)

−Fρ0ρ0 (x1 =x3 =0, x2 =x4 =x; τ1 =ε1, τ2 =ε2+it, τ3 =ε3, τ4 =ε4+it )

= g2

π4
N2(x, t ). (B8)

For the soft-cutoff version, we have

N (x, t ) = α(vt − x)

[(vt − x)2 + α2]2
+ α(vt + x)

[(vt + x)2 + α2]2
, (B9)

hence recovering the result in Ref. [31]. For the hard-cutoff
version, we have Eq. (25) in the main text.

Next we calculate CWW (�, t ). The Schwinger function to
consider in this case is

FWW = 〈exp[2i(p1θ1 + p2θ2 + p3θ3 + p4θ4)]〉

= exp

[
2g

∑
i<j

pipjK (rij )

]
, (B10)

and the analytical continuation K (x, τ = it ± 0+) =
H (x, t ) ∓ iG(x, t ). We expand

CWW (�, t ) = CV2V−2 (�, t ) + CV−2V2 (�, t )

+CV−2V−2 (�, t ) + CV2V2 (�, t )

+ e−i4πρ0�Ca (�, t )

+ ei4πρ0�Cb(�, t ), (B11)

where

Ca (�, t ) = 1
2 〈[V−2(�, t ), V2(0)]†[V2(�, t ), V−2(0)]〉,

Cb(�, t ) = 1
2 〈[V2(�, t ), V−2(0)]†[V−2(�, t ), V2(0)]〉.
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Suitable combinations of the analytical continuations give us

CV−2V2 (�, t ) = CV−2V2 (�, t ) = CV−2V−2 (�, t ) = CV2V2 (�, t )

= 2 sin2(2gG(�, t )) (B12)

and

Ca (�, t ) = Cb(�, t )

= 2 exp[−8gH (�, t )] sin2[2gG(�, t )].

So we have

CWW (�, t ) = 2[4 + 2 cos(4πρ0�) exp(−8gH )] sin2(2gG).

Note that for the soft-cutoff version,

G(�, t )= 1

2

[
arctan

(
vt + �

α

)
+ arctan

(
vt − �

α

)]
, (B13)

recovering the result of CV−2V2 (�, t ) in Ref. [31].
Finally, we present the calculations of Cn0w(�, t ),

CWn0 (�, t ), Cρ0ρ0WW (�, t ), Cρ0WWρ0 (�, t ). The relevant
Schwinger function in this case is

Fρ0ρ0WW = π−2∂x1∂x2〈θ1θ2W (r3)W (r4)〉
= g

π2
D(r12) exp[2gF (r34)] cos(2πρ0x34). (B14)

We therefore obtain, upon analytical continuations,

Cρ0W (�, t ) = CWρ0 (�, t ) = 0,

Cρ0ρ0WW (�, t ) = −4g

π2
cos(2πρ0�)e−2gH N (�, t )

× sin2(2gG(�, t )),

Cρ0WWρ0 (�, t ) = 0.

Collecting all the pieces, we obtain Eq. (24) in the main text.

APPENDIX C: COMPARISON OF G(�, t )
IN HARD-CUTOFF AND SOFT-CUTOFF

REGULARIZATIONS

For the readers’ benefit, here we collect and compare the
behavior of the function G(�, t ) in different regions of interest
for the two regularization schemes. We denote G(�, t ; �) the
function defined via the hard-cutoff regularization and given
in Eq. (27), while G(�, t ; α) is the function defined via the
soft-cutoff regularization, given in Ref. [31] or Eq. (B13).

In the short-time region t  1/(vB�) or t  α/vB , we
have the behavior

G(�, t ; �) ∼ vBt
sin(��)

�

+ (vBt )3 2�� cos(��) + (−2 + �2�2) sin(��)

6�3
,

G(�, t ; α) ∼ vBt
α

α2 + �2
− (vBt )3 α(α2 − 3�2)

3(α2 + �2)3
.

In the region where one follows the rays � = vt , and
v > vB , or around the wavefront,

G(�, t ; �) ∼ π

4
+ 1

2
Si[�(vBt − �)],

G(�, t ; α) ∼ π

4
+ 1

2
arctan

(
vBt − �

α

)
,

both showing nonbroadening wavefront behavior.
Finally, in the long-time region, t � �/vB ,

G(�, t ; �) ∼ π

2
−cos(�vBt ) cos(��)

�vBt
− sin(�vBt ) cos(��)

(�vBt )2
,

G(�, t ; α) ∼ π

2
− α

vBt
+ O(t−3).

We therefore see that in all the cases of interest, the
hard-cutoff and soft-cutoff expressions are not qualitatively
different except for oscillating factors for the hard cutoff. We
used the hard cutoff to compare with our fully controlled
lattice calculation in the long-range hopping model, since
such cutoff mimics the finite bandwidth in the lattice models.

APPENDIX D: CALCULATION OF THE BOSON-BOSON
OTOC IN THE LATTICE MODELS

To compute the commutator function, it suffices to cal-
culate the OTOC FXX(�, t ) = 〈X0(t )X�(0)X0(t )X�(0)〉. For
simplicity, we denote the left end point of the lattice as
e ≡ −L/2+1. Defining the fermions Aj = c

†
j + cj and Bj =

c
†
j − cj , we can express

FXX(�, t ) = 〈[Ae(t ) · · ·A0(t )Be(t ) · · ·B−1(t )

×Ae · · · A�Be · · ·B�−1]2〉, (D1)

and calculate it by Wick’s theorem.
We need the following two-point correlation functions

involving operators A and B:

〈An(t )Am〉 = −〈Bn(t )Bm〉
= 2

L + 1

∑
k

sin(kn) sin(km)

×
[

cos(εkt ) − i sin(εkt ) tanh

(
βεk

2

)]
,

〈An(t )Bm〉 = −〈Bn(t )Am〉
= 2

L + 1

∑
k

sin(kn) sin(km)

×
[

cos(εkt ) tanh

(
βεk

2

)
− i sin(εkt )

]
,

where the summation is running through the set
k = pπ/(L + 1), p = 1, . . . , L.

We define [AA](t )n=a:b
m=c:d as a matrix with matrix elements

〈An(t )Am〉, having row index n from a to b and column index
m from c to d, and similarly for [AB](t ), [BA](t ), and [BB](t ).
We will need also t = 0 correlation functions [AB](0) and
[BA](0), which we will denote as [AB] and [BA], i.e., by simply
omitting the time argument. We also denote the identity matrix
as [I] and the zero matrix as [0], with their sizes specified
implicitly according to the context.
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Now define matrices

S =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

[0] [AB]n=e:0
m=e:−1 [AA](t )n=e:0

m=e:� [AB](t )n=e:0
m=e:�−1

− [0] [BA](t )n=e:−1
m=1:� [BB](t )n=e:−1

m=1:�−1

− − [0] [AB]n=e:0
m=e:−1

− − − [0]

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

where the rest of the matrix elements are defined such that ST = −S, and

R =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

[I] [AB]n=e:0
m=e:−1 [AA](t )n=e:0

m=e:� [AB](t )n=e:0
m=e:�−1

[BA]n=e:−1
m=e:0 −[I] [BA](t )n=e:−1

m=1:� [BB](t )n=e:−1
m=1:�−1

[AA](−t )n=e:�
m=e:0 [AB](−t )n=e:�

m=e:−1 [I] [AB]n=e:0
m=e:−1

[BA](−t )n=e:�−1
m=e:0 [BB](−t )n=e:�−1

m=e:−1 [BA]n=e:�−1
m=1:� −[I]

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠.

Using Wick’s theorem, we then have

FXX = Pf

[
S R

−RT S

]
, (D2)

where Pf[Q] evaluates the Pfaffian of an antisymmetric matrix Q.
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